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Featured artist: Olivia Rolde 
Born in 1976, Olivia Rolde is a French painter living and working in the Loire 
Valley in France, in Tours. Her art is an anthem to the imagination and a means 
of embracing the beauty of our world.  She won, in 2017, first prize in the 
prestigious Taylor Foundation in Paris. Her work is on the front and back cover 
of the Anglo/English issue of Agenda. 

Olivia’s Paintings 

 

                                                                       A poetic envoi 

it may be 

this tract 

or a 

tornado or 

a beach 

                                                                         Under tension – 

to paint 

her ariel colours by night 

or her interwoven 

abyssals of the ocean 

 

she trains her spotlight 

on the deep spaces 

 

Once she has carved and grooved 

every line every curve 

once she has scratched 

and scraped 

below each layer 

appraised the least fragment 

to its uttermost 

she puts her palette down. 

 

Sometimes 



a tube of paint is expelled 

onto the parquet 

by a dancing foot 

it, too, astonished. 

 

Then she steps back 

the better to return 

into the canvas 

into the deep spaces. 

 

It’s no longer colour 

she is seeking 

but further out – it is light 

it is analogy 

 an invitation to 

imagine, you, imagine  

 

Countries of Jules Verne 

buried and reinvented, 

Slav glass and arabesque 

Chinese sand and saffron dome 

carmine unguent on the bright markets 

Of a western or a southern  

African littoral 

 

Igloos in the southern hemisphere 

headed North 

 

or looked at differently 

 

encaged faces 

eyes behind bars 

hands poisoned 

archipelagos of remoteness. 

 

It’s all a journey – 

for the eye 

moving on its inner map 

compassless 

directionless. 

Newfound 

in a place all its own 

out of all the possibles 

the gaze turned prism 

 

 

 

Poem in French by Laetitia Testard 

Translation into English by Stephen Romer 
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                    Shalom 100x80 Oil on canvas 2016  

 



 

 

 

Gabrielle Althen was born in Algeria, and now lives in Paris.  She is a professor emerita of 
comparative literature at the Université Paris X-Nanterre. She is the author of a novel, a 
book-length study of Dostoevsky, and fifteen collections of poems, including Coeur 
fondateur ( 2006) and La Cavalière indienne (2015). She is on the editorial board of the 
literary journal Siècle 21. 
 
 
 
 
SISYPHUS, ASHES AND ANONYMITY 
 
Beneath the ashes, you would say, the beach 
And it was a face made of ashes 
Sisyphus nameless 
Neither famous nor handsome 
The Unknown was bored 
That day I had borne I think the wheel of the world 
We are anonymous 
A presence within the vice 
With no premonitory words 
One and the other anonymous 
We were together there 
The same presence in the vice 
Is that nature then, our gray features ? 
Is that nature, our wrinkles and uninflected thoughts 
And the word beneath the ashes? 
When our faces became roads 
And beach again at that road’s end 
Page where emotion would write alone 
With leftover light at the edge of dusk 
The wheel of the world with its circle of mountains 
Still was turning a bit 
Like a bird perched on darkness 
Your fine opinion gliding above the encounter. 
 
 
Translated by Marilyn Hacker 

 

 
 
 



Marie Etienne is the author of nine collections of poems, five novels, and three books on the 
theatre, notably about her work with the director Antoine Vitez. . She spent her childhood in 
Indochina, in what is now Viet Nam. She now lives in Paris. Poems of Marie Etienne’s in 
Marilyn Hacker’s translation have appeared in The Kenyon Review, PN Review , Modern 
Poetry in Translation, in the online magazine WordsWithoutBorders and  in the Yale 
Anthology of 20th Century French Poetry. King of a Hundred Horsemen, published by Farrar 
Straus and Giroux received the Robert Fagles Translation Award of the National Poetry 
Series and the American PEN Award for Poetry in Translation in 2009. 
 
The Great Organizer is Dead  
 
In memory of Antoine Vitez 
 
His shape still drifts here, it can be seen on certain evenings, if you adjust the lighting, 
lingering close by but his words no longer have value , which makes him despair and makes 
him an errant spirit, damned and doomed buffeted by thoughts surrounding him. 
-- their swarm imprisons me, he offers from far off, I’m nothing but their noise, but not a 
soul, no, souuuls don’t exist peeeeeople made up not dyyyyyyying totally, I am totally 
deaaaaaaad despite all the words I scribbled inside notebooks. 
His scrawny body is standing there undressed, the crowd sees his belly darkened by hairs, his 
sex gathered in he makes a gesture with his arm.  
Of prayer, of menace?  
With him it’s both at the same time.  
                                                           *** 
But stop being dead, stop acting even though it’s your profession, be nice, come and sit 
down, explain yourself, explain to me, so that we believe you at last, at last kiss your heart. 
 
Do you remember when you were walking through the stage-sets still shedding dust since 
they’d just come from the carpenters’ workshop, you came and went, dressed in your black 
slacks, boys and girls surrounded you like good apostles, or at least you hoped so because 
most of them would be Judases, the fatal kiss, that’s what they had in store for you, but you 
deserved it, don’t you think?  
Do you remember that when I cried you didn’t understand? 
What was wrong? 
The city outside was suspect, covered in snow, the river water too thick, the riverbanks 
muffled.  
                                                   *** 
You were looking at my mouth, neither bored nor annoyed.  
What’s the matter, what’s the matter, you said, everything’s fine. 
Outside, everyone went about his business, the monuments were brand new, they had just 
been washed, Notre Dame itself seemed to take part in the celebration, with its bridal airs, we 
didn’t want to part. 
Do you remember when you spoke to the other one, one eye on her and one on me. 
Not bothered, not bothered.  
To tell the truth, you were fleeing from the one and the other, with words you chose to uproot 
a life. 
                                                         *** 
Do you remember when we were near the door, it was the end, I had my hand on the 
doorknob and you said: -- Don’t worry, you’ll always have enough to pay the gas and water 
bills. 



Yes, that’s so, the gas exploded and the water covered everything. 
Not a trace, not a trace, he who loved them so, I wring my hands, no, idiots, I am not 
Macbeth and even less Bérénice.  
 
I have no more stigmata, I am virginal, I am new, at least from the exterior. 
-- You think so? Look at yourself? 
Who is speaking?                         
                                                       *** 
I hear only my own voice in the deserted palace, my voice at least has not burned, that 
reassures me.  
He won’t answer.  
Calm down, calm down, nothing of him will come to comfort you.  
What I have told about him until now is false, I kept to the high style, but I would like to 
scratch, rip off decorum, expose what is beneath the words: the truth is terrible : drainpipes 
and waste water. 
Yes, I’d like to scratch, rip, so that what emerges?  
-- In me there’s nothing, I’m nothing, nobody.  
Perhaps that’s the scandal, in him there is nothing. 
                                                       *** 
What good is work, great intelligence, what good is art especially, that foam that’s tasted and 
just as soon wasted in the racket of words, of chairs being moved, of passing faces? 
One night I dreamed I was completely impudent, imprudent, that I dared, dared myself, bared 
my speech before him, take it or leave it, it’s your choice. 
But I am no longer there, for once I belong to myself, completely impudent, imprudent. 
--She’s not playing her part, they whispered about me in the bannered theater.  
                                                       *** 
You’ve already shown that the king was naked, that the king was clumsy, his gnarled body 
graceless, you’ve already shown that the center was empty once the rind was peeled away. 
And it does me no good now to shout about you, to warn the good people: 
-- There’s nothing to you!  
You have already shouted it, the good people don’t believe us, worse, they shake their heads, 
the truth’s too raw, they prefer the ready-made that’s so convenient, cooked and seasoned.  
That’s why from now on his empty center will serve as an altar where the faithful kneel, 
white penitents, gray penitents, the whole rigmarole. We needn’t be alarmed, it’s all in the 
bag, and he is buried.  
 
 
 
Translated from French by Marilyn Hacker   
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Guy Goffette, born 1947, is a Belgian poet, ‘an heir to Verlaine’; essayist, critic, writer of 
fiction. He has won major prizes in France and elsewhere. Two books are in English 
translation: Charlestown Blues (Marilyn Hacker) and Forever Nude (prose, Frank Wynne). 
 
Fantasia on a Known Air for Charles-Albert Cingria 
 
Hanging from the rafters, the dear old bike: 
Pull its tail, you’ll hear it say his name, very like: 
 
The combative Swiss, the valiant human, 
Who slept here with neither beast nor woman, 
 
Born somewhere else, often born again, 
Levant-raconteur, globe-skimmer of the plain, 
 
Organist egregious, tergiversator, 
Sonic and linguistic pollinator, 
 
Charles was everywhere, Albert goes away; 
Vanishes, but Cingria’s here to stay, 
 
Paris and Geneva, Fribourg and Africa, 
Albert led Charles like a glass harmonica 
 
Sighing in the sails, times hard, times good, 
Storing up the dried and the still-moist wood, 
 
Time past and plangent, spreading it far, 
Sense of a senseless clutch of caviar, 
 
‘Gone for two months’ was the message, no more, 
The final wager, pinned to his door: 
 
Clementine-voiced and an orienteer 
Living his life like a mutineer,   
 
This old bike his only hearth and home, 
The one I mentioned, to forge through the foam. 
 
 
Translated by Timothy Adès 
 
 
From Le Pêcheur d’Eau © Éditions Gallimard, 1995. 
Several phrases refer to Cingria’s books and his short-lived journal. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBLjq1Z5DC0 
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Lancashire born Angela Kirby  now lives in London. Her poems are widely published and 
anthologised, while several have won prizes and commendations in major competitions. 
Shoestring Press have published her five collections. 
 
The Widow’s Ghazal  
 
Just now outside my window I heard a blackbird call              
As yesterday, far away, I thought I heard you call.            
 
A time may come when I’ll no longer wish for that,              
Being happy enough to hear to the wild waves call.              
 
I’ll cull my roses and the tall white lilies blooming near 
Watch swallows weaving through the air, and never call 
 
For more. Oh, not so long ago, dearheart, we’d stroll 
Together, hand in hand, secure, thinking we had no call 
 
To doubt our future, so sure love would endure. How 
Could we know that soon you’d hear war’s call? 
 
You answered, took up arms, left your Angelita here 
Alone and waiting till at last it came, that long-feared call. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Anne Ballard lives in Edinburgh but spent many years in London. Her poems have appeared 
in Acumen, Orbis, Magma, The Interpreter’s House, Poetry Scotland, Artemis and elsewhere, 
and in several anthologies, including The Book of Love and Loss, Umbrellas of Edinburgh, 
and the Federation of Writers (Scotland) 2018 anthology Spindrift. She won first prize in the 
Poetry on the Lake Competitions 2015 and 2018. Her pamphlet Family Division was 
published by Rafael Q Publishers in 2015. 
 
 
Packing Up  
I won’t miss the house, that’s just a load off my mind –     
only the lane that leads         
past the graves          
to the tower with no church, that you can climb       
twice a year on open days,        
and the shell of the nave left behind.       
 
I won’t miss material things, they come and go      
are expendable or         
mendable –           
though I’m drawn to a need to live lightly      
shed the unnecessary         
cherish spareness, simplicity, space.       
 
What I’ll miss is the routine of habit, all those      
years of life stowed away,        
and the friends –         
though I think they follow us, everywhere      
to the world’s end and further,        
our spirits joined by the linking winds.       

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



David Harsent is a British poet and librettist. He has published twelve volumes of poetry. 
Legion won the Forward Prize for best collection; Night was triple short-listed in the UK and 
won the Griffin International Poetry Prize. Fire Songs won the T.S. Eliot Prize. Salt (2018) 
was described by John Burnside, choosing it for his Book of the Year in the New Statesman, 
as ‘a masterpiece’. A new collection, Loss, was published in January 2020.  
 
Two poems from Loss 
 
 
                                   V 
 
There were dead things at the tideline, scooped up brought back 
laid out for burial. ‘The sea gave up its dead’ – he wrote it down. 
They gathered stillness. They could not be understood.  
He sat in the shade to read; he sought true loneliness; he thought 
stillness and loneliness might be found in ‘the very depths of the sea’. 
He wrote it down, he wrote down ‘fathomless’. A shallow grave 
ritual placement of pebbles lifted from the beach, he knew  
they would go to rot, he knew ‘decay’ as like to ‘burden of sin’ 
and that his name was logged. Faces in cloud, voices in wavebreak; 
he read the signs that prompted him to prayer – unbroken line 
of sin and sacrifice, shed tears, shed blood, the call for recompense.  
He would go bareheaded in penance, go barefoot over the stones. 
‘God gives and God takes back’ – he wrote it down 
word for word – ‘Naked I came and naked will return’. 
 
Some terrible black  
machine, its motor grinding  
and churning pistons  
cranking slam-slam-slam 
tracks hurdling whatever  
they hit, it is steel it is blind  
it carries unheard-of  
firepower, things fall or ignite  
before it, this came in dream  
and then again the second  
night and now you sit  
with your double  
Tanqueray and watch it  
come out of the blue  
techno-perfection full-on  
pinpoint strike and the whole  
town goes to slow collapse  
and you lean back  
to her touch as she puts  
her hand on you and you  
have nothing now to say. 
No chance of a refill between  
this sequence and the next——  
death-in-real-time-smart-bomb- 



drone-strike-X-Box-incoming- 
crosshair-sweet-spot-wipeout  
the dirty dust-pall-shape above 
the roofscape and voices call 
salve me! salve me! everything 
broken as in your dream, streets 
gone to rubble, paramedics film- 
crews women on their knees 
the dead children dead children 
her hand on the nape  
of your neck. And now as you  
open your mouth to hers  
you feel you might  
have outlived yourself, as if  
you walk from room to room  
street to street always to slow  
music, the wrong man  
in the wrong place, the ghost  
of yourself draped across  
your bones. You dream of 
engines, of car-crash, gunships 
unloading, although last night—— 
yes——it was snowfall  
on moorland, dazzle  
of daylight-snowfall  
drifts blurring Hound Tor 
and Haytor unless it was  
just a white dream nothing  
visible touchable breakable 
and you in that thickening  
mist going sightless and trackless 
as if you might somehow reach  
a place of safety, the Peaceable  
Kingdom coming into focus  
that first full view of it  
like to stop your heart. 
                                   
                                    There’s music that will not dissipate, it hangs in 
                                    hanging rain, fills empty rooms, belongs 
                                    only to nightfall and daybreak, brings in 
                                    what was unspoken and unrevoked and wrong. 
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John Fuller ’s Collected Poems were published in 1996 by Chatto and Windus. His latest 
volumes are Gravel in my Shoe (Chatto, 2015) and The Bone Flowers (Chatto, 2016). His 
eighth novel, The Clock in the Forest, was published by Shoestring Press earlier this year. His 
critical book Who is Ozymandias? and other puzzles in poetry appeared 2011. Dream Hunter, 
an opera written with the composer Nicola LeFanu, was produced in 2012, and LeFanu’s The 
Crimson Bird, to a text by Fuller, premiered at the Barbican in 2017.  
 
The Pool 
 
That leap of youth, forever above a pool 
That takes its time to receive the arms and legs: 
It is a calculated recklessness, 
A suspendedness half star and half grimace, 
Intending a wild pose, rather than a means 
Of deliberately entering the water. 
 
Take courage from this extreme and vigorous art 
Which thinks nothing of minor practicalities 
Such as when and how some wise retreat is possible 
Or even if that splash was possibly once your own, 
As you approach, with cautiously lowered foot, 
Colder and colder, the Roman steps of age. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Liz Byrne was born and grew up in Dublin. She moved to Manchester in 1975 and now lives 
on the edge of the West-Pennine Moors. She worked in the NHS as a clinical psychologist 
until her retirement. She has had poems commended in The Open Space Poetry Competition, 
2017 and was a finalist in the Borderlines Poetry Competition, 2017. Her poetry appears in 
The Curlew and Obsessed with Pipework. 
 
At the end of the line 
 
The curve of the pier gathers winter sea. 
Trawlers pull at their ropes. Gulls cry,  
squabble over fish guts.  
 
Ireland’s eye winks in the rain.  
A child-sized lifeboat hangs from a chain,   
waits for coins. Wind smells of distance. 
 
Aged ten, eight, six and four, full  
of take-away chips, ice-cream from Maud’s,  
we race the length of the upper pier, 
 
hand in hand, hoods up, faces open  
to wind and rain. We run away, run  
towards the edge of our world. 
 
Behind us, Howth raises its head. 
At the end of the line, the DART waits  
to go back to Dublin. In front of us, sea. 
 
 



 

                                 Last Iceberg 60x60 Oil on canvas 2019  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Nicola Nathan grew up in Wales and now lives in the Chilterns. Her poems have appeared in 
journals including The Edinburgh Review, Poetry London, The High Window and Ambit. Her 
pamphlet Tiny was published by The Next Review in September 2016. She is working 
towards her first collection. 
 
 
 
Love Spell 
 
Father dead,  
mother dead,  
children’s bones unlocked 
 
from my bones 
and the garden doors  
wide open  
 
to the grey  
light of winter… 
Amaimaketos, 
 
Goddess Einalian, 
send me a purge. 
The last of  
 
the blood is gone  
from my womb… 
Pebbles, shells,  
 
starfish frozen 
on the shoreline 
are washed away sooner 
 
than memory’s junk. 
The old wounds weep  
through chambers rimed 
 
with the same  
grit and salt  
we scatter on snow,  
 
scatter on frost, 
though in me  
nothing scatters, 
 
nothing will bloom. 
If not a purge,  
a potion for love: 
 
crushed stones, soil… 



A cure-all lifted  
even from the graveyard: 
 
bone-shard,  
death’s cap 
tombstone flint; 
 
an admix to fling  
not at my lover 
(his love is assured)  
 
but in my own face, 
that a foretaste  
of grave dirt  
 
make me like you: 
Borborophorba:  
eater of filth.  
 



 
             Oeil tactile 100x100 Oil on canvas 2016  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Stephen Bone's first collection In The Cinema, was published in 2014, by Playdead Press, 
followed by a pamphlet, Plainsong in 2018, published by Indigo Dreams.    

      
 
     Gardening On The Western Front 
 
     Caught on jerky footage,  
     tinted with a stab at early colour, he leans 
     on a spade, as if working on his allotment 
 
     in Bristol or Crewe. Surveys bleeding hearts 
     potted out in spent shells, honeysuckle and clematis 
     trained to clamber over swirled, barbed wire. 
 
     A restless lavender, just in shot, offering sprigs 
     to be sent across a grey Channel, to reach 
     a factory greased Rose or four months gone Florence. 
 
     In front of him, 
     a swathe of forget-me-nots, springing 
     from the blood and bone rich soil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                     The birds 100x100 Oil on canvas 2019  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Timothy Houghton's The Internal Distance (Selected Poems 1989-2012) appeared in a 
bilingual (Italian/English) edition from the Italian press Hebenon/Mimesis Edizioni in 
2015. The book was presented in Florence at the Museo Casa di Dante. Houghton's first 
book, High Bridges, was published by the English press Stride. Other books were published 
by Orchises Press. Publications include Agenda, Stand, Ambit, Poetry Salzburg 
Review, Oxford Poetry, The Galway Review, The Reader, and Cyphers. He has worked at 
Yaddo, MacDowell, and Hawthornden Castle. He coordinates birding field trips and conducts 
surveys for Audubon. 
 
   
 
            Ice Fishing 
       
 My shelter blocks wind and glare  
 (ice-blindness), and two bobbers float bored  
 at my boot tips. If spy satellites  
 could see through canvas, I'm bent over in pain, 
 hand rubbing nape, ass on bottom  
 of a bucket. I'll take anything,  
 a nibble. My flask of schnapps nods yes and yes 
 on my tongue—I'm laughing, spitting.  
 Andy thinks he can beat me any time. 
 He sits and sits, eyes focused 
 like a toad's. He’s next door, his own shelter  
 tied to mine—his own augured holes  
 of nothing.    From a pipe that looks like a gun, 
 he puffs weed, eyes waking into anime,  
 and talks grand schemes of the universe. 
 You jerked too late! He loses the bass,  
 but dumb is fun.    Dreaming now. . . as my head  
 moves bobber to bobber 
 in bad iambic—and Yeah!—I jerk the line, 
 pull up a fatty, grabbing its lip at the hole,  
 and shove the fantasy at his face. 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



            Pariah 
  
 American Dingo   
 
 He takes advantage— 
 his face frowns a shade, like mine around the eyes, 
 
 so I am patient. Ears are twin peaks above imperatives,  
 marking horizon with finality.  
 
 A Native said of Dingo, One stared at me unblinking  
 so many long seconds 
 
 a gnomon could not house its nature. If you 
 stare back with human focus, bemusement 
 
 issues from the almond eyes—it was painted  
 on walls of caves in Illinois.  
 
 The wedge-shaped head has sprung doors 
 leading to spectral chambers  
 
 beneath floors of Angkor Wat,  
 behind walls, too, of implements hanging ready 
 
 for human dismemberment 
 in Ashoka's Hell. Yet simple stops,  
  
 like ice-covered snow 
 housing a mouse, 
 
 compel his usual business—coached  
 by the word Now.  
 
 Dingo ponders many expressions of human language. 
 Don't say Come! 
 
 He determines the ignorance before him 
 with the poise of a sandy beach  
 
            on a highly polished 
 summer day of middle wind.  
 
 What must it be like to see the air itself, running 
 to the end of yells. 
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Craig Dobson has had poems published in Acumen, Agenda, Antiphon, Butcher’s Dog, 
Crannóg, The Frogmore Papers, Ink, Sweat and Tears, The Interpreter’s House, Lighten Up 
Online, The London Magazine, Magma, Neon, New Welsh Review, The North, Orbis, 
Pennine Platform, Poetry Ireland Review, Poetry Salzburg Review, Prole, Southword, Stand, 
The Rialto and Under The Radar.  
 
 
Slow Train to Siena 
 
I put lire in the jukebox, 
freeing the Hothouse Flowers’ 
cover of I Can See Clearly Now  
 
to flood the tiny station 
with optimism while we wait 
for the slow train to Siena. 
 
There, the black and white  
marble bands of the Duomo’s 
columns are stacked as close  
 
as the six months left to us 
before we’ll listen to nothing 
and see nothing together again. 
 
The train rattles up the track 
between delicate, bowing 
blue and white flowers.  
 
It takes one of our last spring days 
away to summer, half an autumn 
and then our future’s separate past. 
 
But first, the marbled holy pillars, 
the warmth of May, the slow train 
rocking its way among  
 
crowded flowers lining  
our procession. I can see them. 
I can see them clearly now. 

 

 



   

                                                         Zone refuge 150x50 Oil on canvas 2018  



Wendy Holborow, born in South Wales, lived in Greece for 14 years where she edited Poetry 

Greece. Her poetry has been published internationally and placed in competitions. She gained a 

Master’s in Creative Writing at Swansea University. Collections include: After the Silent Phone Call 

(Poetry Salzburg 2015) Work’s Forward Motion (2016) An Italian Afternoon (Indigo Dreams 2017) 

which was a Poetry Book Society Pamphlet Choice Winter 2017/18 and her most recent collection 

Janky Tuk Tuks (The High Window Press 2018). Her next collection is due in the spring of 2020.  

 

CHERCHER LE MOT JUSTE 

 

 

poetry is                       arc 

            hi 

            tect 

            ure 

texture 

 

b(are) b(ones)                   that connect 

that shock  shifting syntax 

 

held               together            tethered 

 

by mortar    (je ne suis pas morte)  

 

b(lur(r)ed words / us         

… 

 

poetry is col 

  our(s) 

   

the cool of an o(live) grove   (je vivre) 



        

monochromatic  

elegance           flights of avocets 

 

& the Alps repeat themselves in a rush of white after white after white 

    

… 

 

poetry is                  sound   hymns & rhythms 

 

               cadence of languages / engages / through the ages 

     

 

… 

 

poetry is  smell                   causes  nos(e)talgia   

 

memories je(welled)                (joie de vivre) 

 

  roses quivering in gardens / arden(t) 

 

petals scatter / attar    like dreams 

 

remembered fragrances of re(ember) (r)ed fires     

 

petrichor in the morning 

 



asthmatic lungs of seawater-scented breath 

         beneath cliffs 

drifting down – 

  a downward drift  

  

 seaweed l(edge)s                     sargassos  

     

… 

 

poetry is  I am(bic) (m)etre          I am(b) what I am(b) enjamb 

ment (meant) 

 

(mettre en pause)   (chercher le mot juste – comme il faut) 

 

  

           

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Susan Wicks’ most recent collection, The Months (Bloodaxe, 2016) was a PBS 
Recommendation. A new collection, Dear Crane, is forthcoming from Bloodaxe in autumn 
2020. Her translations of the French poet Valérie Rouzeau have won the Scott Moncrieff and 
Oxford-Weidenfeld Prizes. 
 
 
 
Paint 
 
 
I watch the way he plants his ladder’s feet 
between my roots, the way he sands old paint 
like skin till the scars show through – 
how even in this rain 
he comes to freshen up our eaves with white, 
the greying underside of our arched porch, 
while here behind the half-open front door 
I hide, I try to concentrate, I shiver, 
wishing he would leave. The way I make him tea, his mate 
a coffee with a single spoon of sugar.  
How he doesn’t hesitate 
to snap the heads off roses to make room. 
 
He must be at least as old as I am 
and his mate a decade older, 
yet he clambers lightly up a ladder, 
stands there on it painting, while the wind 
thrashes the bushes underneath him, 
filling our hall with leaves. In his paint-splotched overalls 
he still climbs up and with his brush 
strokes a window-frame to white 
even as it rattles, hiding each nick and scratch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Peter Stark says of his poems in French: ‘Although I wrote in English when I lived in Paris 
in the 70s and part of the 80s, with various lengthy side trips to Geneva, a number of poems 
occurred in French.  Aberrations from any expected progression in English and apart from 
any merits or demerits as French poems , they were of interest to me in that they suggested 
there was a reservoir of poetic imagination ready to seize on any available sources to  provide 
the next poem.  Similarly under different circumstances poems later occurred in Portuguese 
and German without, of course, requiring any passport, forged or otherwise.’ 
 
 
 
 
L' Heure du Cocktail 
  
C'était l'heure du cocktail 
Et les grandes voitures aux ailes noires 
Parmi des rues étroites glissaient 
Comme des bêtes, douces mais farouches, du soir. 
  
Et les lumières de la ville au bord du lac 
Faisaient de cette nuit clandestine, 
Avec ses intentions, un peu banales, 
Une broderie, délectable et fine, 
  
Car dans leurs coeurs, 
Pleins des vagues pressentiments du soir, 
Les jeunes filles étaient deja agitées 
Par les rythmes délires de l'espoir. 
  
Pas encore les froides ténèbres de Deux Heures, 
Aux cours vides jetants des grandes grimaces 
Où les passants solitaires pleins de peur 
Dardaient leurs coups d'oeil de glace, 
  
Non, c'était bien s'asseoir comme ça, 
C'était bien là aux terrasses, 
Entendre battre les coeurs des petites innocentes 
À cette heure quand les grandes voitures passent. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Monsieur Dubois 
  
C'était tard, bien tard 
Et derrière les rideaux discrets, 
[Les doigts gros comme du lard] 
Monsieur Dubois fouillait les feuilles mortes du passé . 
  
Il avait perdu le chemin, perdu le nez, 
Les grandes immeubles le regardent d'une façon étrange 
Tout en tournant sur lui le dos, aveugle comme l'amour, 
Passif comme l'éternité où jamais rien ne change. 
  
Pour lui tout ça a un air familier, 
“Tiens, c'est les bâtiments qui chuchotent encore, 
Plein d'un malice mal-entendu, 
Qui traîne l'esprit du corps 
  
Qui traîne l'esprit tordu du corps, 
Le laisser voler comme une chauve-souris saoule, 
Ébloui par le soleil, en battant la tête 
Contre les murs d'une vie toujours défendue. 
  
Ah, j’étais saisi d'un cauchemar affreux. 
Tout le monde se moquait de moi, en disant ‘Ha ha!’ 
Né dans l'année trente trois, bonne année pour les vignes, 
Monsieur Dubois, maître des arts. 
  
Ah, j'ai rêvé où tout était bon. 
J'ai manifesté ma foi absolue, 
En inclinant la tête lourde très bas  
Avant le pied adoré d'un enfant tout nu!” 
  
Quels paquets de joie a-t-il ouvert là, 
En léchant des doigts ces fragrances toujours douces. 
Là parmi les nids d'araignée il a bu la rosée 
Avant de s'endormir à la chaleur des draps pleins de puces. 
  
Enfoui dans l'ombre de son atelier sombre, 
Dans une rêverie profonde, 
Monsieur Dubois, vingt-quatre, bis, Rue Delambre, 
Attendait la fin du monde. 
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